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Let X be the inf'mite cyclic covering of a knot complement and let ~ be the inverse limit of 
the associated finite branched cyclic coverings. Cowsik and Swarup showed that the map 
i : Hl(.~)--'Hl(2~) is an injection, but did not compute/t1(2"). In this paper we obtain a formula 
(Theorem 3) for /-ti(2~) and examine some related limits. These are used to generalize and 
strengthen some well known results. 
1. Introduction 
The n-fold branched cyclic covers .S,, associated with a tame knot KCS 3 can be 
equipped with compatible branched covering maps Z'm,, ~Z',,, i.e., this diagram 
commutes: 
C 
"~mns ~ Z~'mn 
Therefore, they form an inverse system indexed by the counting numbers but 
ordered by divisibility. We can construct the inverse limit (denoted 'lim') lim{Z' n} = 
~. Like the spaces Z" n, this space is compact, but it is not a 3-manifold. We can 
obtain its homology groups by the same construction: l im{H,(27n)}=/t,(~ ) 
(v denotes the t~ech theory, see [5]). 
Let .~ be the infinite cyclic cover of S3-K. The compatible maps -'~-'Z'n give 
rise to a map i : X'--*~. It is not hard to show that i is an injection, so we can think 
of ~ as the natural algebraic ompactification of the open 3-manifold ??. Cowsik 
and Swarup [4] showed that the induced map on homology i,:Hm(.~)--*IYIm(~) is 
an injection but they did not calculate the inverse limit explicitly. We will obtain an 
expression (Theorem 3) for this l imit in dimension 1 and examine some of the 
consequences. 
This paper contains part of the results of my thesis [13] presented at the Johns 
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Hopkins University. I would like to thank Jack Morava for calling my attention to 
the drawing in Hawking and Ellis's The Large Scale Structure of  Space Time (page 
163) of the two-fold branched cyclic cover of the unknot. 
2. Classical results and basic notions 
Let V be a Seifert matrix for K, i.e. the linking matrix for the first homology 
group of a spanning surface. We can assume V is in standard form, V= S + N where 
S is symmetric and N is a direct sum of copies of [0 ~], V T_ tV is then an Alex- 
ander matrix for K and presents HI(X) as a Z[t,t-1]-module, (see [I0], [7]). We 
can use this to compute the Alexander polynomial Aft)= det(V T -  tV) up to a unit 
in Z[t, t- l ] .  From Gordon [7] we have an exact sequence 
tk_l I-ll(g) , H1(g)-  
This implies that the map Hl(~nt)-"Hl(Zt) is simply the mod-(t -  I) map. There- 
fore we have: 
Proposition 1. (a) Hl(~k) - (~Z[t, t -1 ]/(V T- tV)(t k -  1). 
(b) The maps Ill(Znk)-* Ill(Zk) are surjective. 
The sum in (a) is taken from 1 to the dimension of V. 
The following results are classical: 
Theorem 1. (a) I f  det(V) = + 1, then (vTv -1 )n _ I presents Hl(Zn, Z). 
(b) I f  A = V[V T -  V] -l, then A~- (A  +I) n presents HI(Zn:Z). 
(c) I f  V is in standard form and F= V[V T -  V], then Fn- (F  - 1) # presents 
These results are, for the most part, due to Seifert ((a) and (c) can be found in 
[11]). We should note that (a) and (b) place no restrictions on the form of V. Also 
note that [V T -  V] is always invertible over Z since det(V T -  V)=A(I)  = + 1. 
The next proposition is actually a weak corollary of Trotter's work on h-equi- 
valence [12]. It can also be proved directly in an elementary manner: 
Proposition 2. Either Ill 0() = Hi (~n) = 0 Vn, or, for the purpose of  calculating 
H l ()f) and H 1 (~'n), V may be replaced by a matrix in standard form which is inver- 
tible over Q (i.e. nonsingular). 
There may not be a spanning surface which gives rise to this matrix, however. 
Consider the connected sum of Conway's knot (see [3]) and a Trefoil. This knot has 
the same invertible matrix as the Trefoil but does not have a genus one spanning 
surface. 
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3. Homology with complex coefficients 
First we will consider/-)r 1 (,~, C). Let V be a 2g × 2g nonsingular Seifert matrix for 
K and let R = {oge C lo9 k= 1 for some k and A(og)=0}. R is the set of roots of 
unity among the zeros of the Alexander polynomial. 
Theorem 2. IYI(~,, C) = (~)o~R T~o =C2s where T o is the eigenspace of VTV -1 cor- 
responding to o9. 
We should note that it is quite possible that R = 0, in which case s = 0. 
Proof. From the Universal Coefficient Theorem and the exactness of -®z  C we 
have 
HI  (,Sk, C) ~ C 2g [t, t -  l ] / (V T _ t V)(t k _ 1) = c2g/ ( (  V T V -  1 )k _ I). 
Since C 2g is a vector space, we get 
cZg/ ( (vTv- I )k - I ) -~  ~ Ker(VTV-I--Og) 
to e W(k) 
where 
W(k)={o9eClo9k= 1}. 
Now det(V T V - l -  o9)= det(V)A(og) so Hi (`sk, C) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
of the eigenspaces of vTv  -z corresponding to the kth roots of 1 which are roots 
of A. Let L be the least common multiple of {k[ for some o9 a primitive kth root 
of 1, A(og)=0}. HI(`SL, C) will have maximal dimension, so, since the maps 
between the homology groups are onto (Proposition 1), we get HI (X,L, C) =_ 
HI(.SL, C). Now {HI(`SnL, C)}, Vn~N is cofinal (see [2]) in {HI(Xn, C)} so 
lira H 1 (XnL, C) = l im H 1 (,St., C) which gives the theorem. 
Example. Compare the knot suggested by Gordon (see [7, 4.6]) with the square 
knot. Both knots have the same Alexander polynomial A(t)=(t  2-  t+ 1) 2. For the 
first, 
vTv  -1 = 
0 1 0 O] 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
-1  2 -3  2 
which has two 1-dimensional eigenspaces. For the second, 
El l vTv_  1 = -1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 -1  
which has two 2-dimensional eigenspaces. 
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4. Main theorem 
Before we can prove Theorem 3 we need the following results: 
Lemma. Vp prime and Irk a positive integer Yn such that: 
(I) Hl(,~n,Z/pk)--(~ Z/p  k, 
i= l  
(2) Hl(Z, nm, Z/pk)--Hl(~rn, Z/p k) VmeN,  
(3) IYIl(,~, Z/pk)=-Hl(Zn, Z/p k) 
where tip is the degree of the mod-p Alexander polynomial. 
As with Theorem 2, it is quite possible that d~, = 0 and the sums are empty. 
Proof. Let K be the splitting field of d(t), 0 cK  the integers of K and pC 0 a prime 
ideal with (p) C fl where (p) is the principal ideal in O generated by p. Let K B, 05 
and tip be the respective completions of K, ~9, and fl at the prime B. 
O~ is a flat Z-module so we can use the Universal Coefficient Theorem to obtain 
HI (~n, Z)(~ Z/p k (~ 0# = Ill (~'n, 0~) ® Z/p~= Hl(~rn, ##® Z/pk). 
Since each Hl(~rn, Z) is a finitely generated abelian group, Hl(~rn, Z )®Z/pk= 
(~ffil Z/P r~ where l <ri<<_k and l depends on n. Now Z/pk®O#=OB/~*a k where 
e is the ramification index of # over p. So we get Hl(~rn, ~gB/B~k) = r~ r 0/Bert 
Therefore, to prove part (1), it is sufficient o show there exists an n such that l =dp 
and r i = k Vi in the expression. 
We will proceed by constructing a particularly nice presentation for Hi (Zn, Op). 
Let V be a 2g x 2g Seifert matrix for the knot. We can assume V is nonsingular. Let 
A = V[V T -  V] -1. Then A k -  (A + I) ~ presents Hl(27k, Z) (see Theorem 1). Let a(t) 
be the characteristic polynomial of A, 
- t )=  + det(V(l + t ) - tvT)= _+t2gA (1 + ~). a(t) = det(A 
Thus the roots of a are easily expressed in terms of the roots of ,4. Furthermore. 
a is monic since A(1) = + 1. So, the roots of a are algebraic integers. We can writ¢ 
a(t) = l-[i~(t-COl) where the toi are (not necessarily distinct) elements of Op. 
Now we will examine the to/. Let S= {to ]a(to)= 0}. If to ~ S, then 
a( -1- to)=+(-1- to)2g(1)2ga(to)  so ( - l - to )eS .  
Note that the assumption det V~:0 implies 0~S. We can divide S into two disjoin 
sets as follows: Let Sp = {to e S I I tol/~ < I or [to + 1 [~ < 1 } and let Su = { to ~ S I I to[~ = 
[1 +tol~=l} where I" [p is the nonarchimedian norm associated with fl on K~ 
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Since SCtY B, Iwlp_<l vwes  so S=SpOSu. Now we can factor a as follows: 
a(t) = ap(t), au(t) where all of the roots of a~ and ap lie in Su and Sp respectively. If 
we examine the linear factors of A and a it is not difficult to show that 
deg(au)=dp. 
The matrix A can be thought of as a linear operator on the vector KJ g. By the 
primary decomposition theorem [1] we can write K~g= Wu+ Wp with A(Wu)c Wu 
where au is the characteristic polynomial of A restricted to Wu. Our aim will be to 
construct a basis of K~ g in which A is particularly easy to work with. 
Claim. There exists a basis for  K~ g in which A has the form [~ g] where the 
dp x dp matrix B = A l wu, 0 is a zero matrix, and the change of  basis matrix, P, is 
invertible over ©B, i.e. ]Pu]/~_<I and IdetPI/~=l. 
Proof of Claim. Since dp=dim(Wu) we can choose a basis {ci}, l< i<dp for W u 
with entries in 0p. Now form the square matrix Q= [CIE ] where the ith column 
of C is ci and E has 2g-dp  standard basis vectors as columns. Choose E so that 
det(Q)¢0 and Idet Q la is maximal. We have 1 > Idet Qla>p -hIe where h>0 and 
e is the ramification index of p. If h = 0, we are done since we can take P = Q. So 
assume h > 0. We will now construct Q' with 1 > I det Q" [p >pO - h)/e and obtain P 
by induction. 
We know that Ca is complete and hence, is a principal ideal domain so we can 
wr i te /~ = (/7) with (/7)e= (p). Now det Q =#11 h where # is a unit. So /7 must 
divide the determinant of some d u ×dp submatrix of C. From the maximality con- 
dition on the choice of E, H must divide every such determinant. 
Now consider what happens modulo ft. Each of the above determinants is 0 rood fl 
so the 2g ×dp matrix C has rank <dp. Therefore, since Op/flp is a field there must 
exist an equation of the form Xj,i ajcj = C i mod fl where aj e 0 B and some aj ¢0. So 
t - - I  / /must  divide each element of the vector (ci-  ~, ajcj). Let ci =/7 (ci-  ~, ajcj). We 
t 
can form C" by replacing ci with c i in C. The column vectors are still a basis of W u. 
So we can form Q'= IC'IE]. Now det Q=/ /det  Q' hence [det Q']B =pO-h)/e<_ 1.
We can now apply the same process to Q'. After at most h iterations we will have 
constructed the desired matrix P thus proving the claim. 
Let 
The matrix 
B m - (B + i)m Cm ] 
[A'm - (A' + I)m] = 0 Dm - (D + I) m 
presents Hl(Xm, GB). Hence the same matrix mod fl~K will present Hl(.Zm, :B/,6~r). 
Therefore, the proof of (1) will be complete if we can show that: 
(a) Vk Yn so that B n - (B + I)" = 0 mod/j~k, and 
(b) Vm, D m-  (D + I) m is invertible in 0 B. 
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To prove (a), let B' be the Jordan form of B. The diagonal of B' contains onty 
elements of Su so det B = det B' #: 0 mod fiB- The Jordan form of B + I is B' + I so 
det(B + I) # 0 mod p~ either. As matrices over #p/fl~k, B and B + I are invertible. 
But O~/B~ k is a finite ring so the invertible matrices over it form a finite group. 
Hence Ym, m' such that Bm=(B+I)m'=ImodB~ k. Therefore n=mm' gives 
Bn - (B + I)" =0mod ]/~k. 
To prove Co), let D"and D '+ I be the Jordan forms of D and D + I respectively. 
We have dct(Dm-(D+I)m)=det(D'm-(D'+I)m); but this is just a product of 
elements of the form to m-  (to + 1) m where to ~ Sp. From the definition of Sp either 
to = 0 mod/~p or to + 1 = 0 mod Bp so tom _ (to + 1)m _ .  _ _ .  1 mod//~. Therefore 
det(Dm-(D+I) m) is a unit in #~ and the matrix is invertible. 
This completes the proof of (1). (2) follows trivially from (a) above. (3) follows 
from (2) since {Hl(Znm}} is a cofinal subsystem as in Theorem 2. 
We can now state the main result. 
Theorem 3. 
2s 
z l-I @ 
iffi I p i=2s+ 1 
where 2s and tip are defined in Theorem 2 and the Lemma. We write Zp to mean 
the p-adic integers. 
Example. No branched cyclic cover associated to the knot 52 has 2-torsion in its 
first homology group. Indeed, since 3(t)=2t2-3t+2 we have d2=0, d,=2 for 
each p :~ 2, and s = 0. Therefore/t l  (2~, Z) = (~= 1 Hp,2 Zp. It is interesting to note 
that HI(.~, Z) for this knot is not finitely generated over Z (see Milnor [11]). In 
fact, Hl(-~, Z )= ~=1Z[½] where Z[½] is the integers extended by ~. If we choose 
the isomorphisms correctly, the map i'HI(,~,Z)-~IYII(X,Z) will become the 
natural inclusion Z[~]~Zp Vp~2 on each summand. 
What we will now prove is a proposition about the inverse limits of abeliar 
groups. Theorem 3 will follow immediately, from this proposition, the Lemma, an¢ 
Theorem 2. 
Proposition 3. Let { Gi} be a surjective inverse system of finitely generated abeliw 
groups ordered by divisibility. Suppose: 
(a) rank(G/) <_ d for all i. 
CO) Vp prime and Vn an integer ~lk such that Gk®Z/pn-----Gk/pnGk----(~£~ Z/p 
and Grk/P n= Gk/P n tf positive integer , where tip depends only on p. Then 
lim Gi= ~) zt~ H ( ~ Zp). 
i=1 p \ i fu+l  
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Proof. First we reduce to a cofinal subsequence {G:} where G:= Gi!. From (a) we 
can let u = maxi fl(G~), the highest Betti number. Now ~/L such that/~(G~,) = u. So 
we can write G~, -F+ T z where F is free abelian and TL is finite. We have the 
following commutative diagram of exact sequences. 
0 
\ 
rL+l 
\ 
GL+ 1 
I 
I 
f 
, \  
\ 
. \  
! \ 
0 
l 
G L 
0 
0 
In this diagram, f i s  the system map, j = ~ of, and i is induced by the universal pro- 
perty of F. The vertical sequence splits and since j o i = 1, the diagonal sequence 
splits also. Therefore T L + 1 = GL + l /F  is finite since /~(G~ +l) = u. Using com- 
mutativity we have o ~ o fo  y = 0 so fo  y: T~.+ l --' ot(TL)- Furthermore, the surjectivity 
of f implies that this map is onto. We can repeat his procedure to define T~ Vi _ L. 
Now we have G~=-F@Ti . The maps f :  G~+I~G ~ break up as 
f F :F=F and f iT :  T/+I 
Since lim G/'= limi__.t. G/' ([2]), we have 
onto 
lim G i -- lim F@l im T/_-F@lim T/. 
The T i are finite abelian groups so we can write T/= lip G p where, for a finite 
number of p, G p = (~j Z/p  r, r depending on i, j ,  and p. For all other p, G p = 0. 
onto 
Therefore we can split up the system maps as fP'Gf'+l ~, Gi p and get 
lim T / -  lim l I  G ff ~- I I  lim G/p. 
P P 
To complete the proof we need only show that lim GPi --~--@dPi=u+ 1 Zp. 
From (b) there exist integers K,, _> L so that 
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P " c~f/p" 6~,o/p --_ @z/p" - - -  
uffii+l 
VI >_ K,, . 
Let Lr=maXm<rK n (=K r if the K's are chosen intelligently) and Hr=G~. Since 
the Lr's increase without bound, the sequence {Hr} is cofinal in {Gf} and 
limHr=limGf. We can write Hr--(~L,+~Z/p ztr'i) and let Rr=maxiz(r,i). Now 
H I. -~HrJperHr SO we have the following commutative diagram where all the maps 
are surjective: 
I-IR¥ 
ItR /p Rr 
'Hr 
. Hr/p R, 
We will now construct a coherent system of maps (~)~d£,+ l Zp~Hr which will give 
f :  (~ Zp ~ lim Hr. Then we will form f - ! .  Throughout, ~ will mean ~/d£, ÷ l- 
First we construct 
J l  
$z . - - .@z/p  R, ~ '  , HR,/p R' . H~ 
where the choice of OR, is arbitrary. The maps 0R. can then be defined inductivel3 
using the following diagram: 
= ' HR,/p R" 'Hr ®Zp , ~z /p  ~, ,~, 
- ~ ~Hr+ I(~Z/PR'+' eR,÷, HR'+~/PR'+~ Jr+l 
This gives us the coherent system which defines f :  (~Zp~limHr. 
To construct f - l ,  we define ~Vr to be the map induced by ~R) in the followir 
diagram: 
H,./pr = , (~z /p  r 
I_IR /p"r = , (~ Z /p"~ ~R-'. 
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We must show that the ~r are coherent, i.e., that the following diagram commutes: 
lim ttr ' M r ' (~ZO r 
2 
~r 
3 
, Hr /P  r 
/p r  + l = , (~  Z /p r  + l 
Hr+ 1 " }Hr+l  I~r+ 1 
1 and 2 commute trivially so we expand 3 and get 
~ Rr ,~ 
Hr+l /p  r+l 
~r 
err 
~R,.+ I 
~lr+ 1 
' ~Z/p  r 
(~ ZiP 
, (~Z/p  r+l 
Since each quadrilateral commutes we have that 3 commutes. Therefore the maps 
are coherent and we get g : lim Hr ~ (~ Zp. It is easy to see that g inverts f. 
One consequence of this calculation is the following p-adic generalization of a 
theorem of Gordon [7, Theorem 4.4]. 
Corollary. If K is a knot with dp> O then V~>0 Yk such that Iorder Hl(2~k)lp<~. 
Moreover, if some root of the mod p Alexander polynomial does not correspond 
to a root of unity, then V integer N, ~1 and x~Hl(Zt) such that order(x) =p~ 
5. Calculation of lim Hi (,~pX, Zp) 
We will now turn our attention to the limits of the inverse systems {27p,~} and 
{HI (27px)} where p is a fixed prime. These systems are not cofinal in the original 
system so the results do not follow trivially. Let 2~(p)= lim ~px. Taking coeffi- 
cients in the p-adics (a natural Ring to use for (~ech homology) we have 
lim Hl(Xpx, Zp)= nl(X(P), Zp). 
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Let V be a Seifert matrix for the knot we are considering. Z u is flat over Z so we 
have 
H 1 (~pX, Zp) = (~ Zp[t, t -I 1/( V r - t V)(t px - 1). 
Let HK= (~Zp[t, t - l ] / ( t  px -  1). We have the following diagram with exact rows: 
0 ' (vT - tV)HK ' H K " HK/ (vT - tv )  ' 0  
0 ' (vT- - tV) I - IK+I  'HK+ 1 ~HK+I / (VT- tv )  '0  
The maps f and g, defined by reduction modulo t pr -  1, are clearly onto. We can 
define h by a simple diagram chase since the right hand square commutes and the 
rows are exact. Therefore we have an inverse system of exact sequences. 
The p-adic integers form a compact opological ring so since each HK is a finitely 
generated Zp-module, every module in the above inverse system of sequences i
compact. 
In the category of compact groups, the inverse limit functor is exact [5]. Therefore 
we have an exact sequence: 
0 ~ lim(V T - t V )H  r--, l im Hr-- '  I im(HK/(V T - t V)) ~ 0. 
The matrix (vT - tv )  when applied to each coordinate of l imHK provides us 
with a map 
(V  T - t V) : lim HK ~ lim( V T - V)HK ~ l im HK. 
This yields the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
0 , lim( V T - t V )H  K ' i im H x 
0 ' lira HK (V  T - t V) l im HK 
: lim(HK/( g T - -  t V)) ~ 0 
~' (I imI-IK)/(vT-- tV)  ,0 
Since the left hand square commutes we can construct O by chasing the diagram so 
that the right hand square commutes also. 0 is trivially surjective. 
At this point we recall an important result of Iwasawa. 
Theorem 4. The map Zp[[T]]-~limZp[t,t- l]/(t p r -  1) which takes r -~t - 1 is a ring 
isomorphism where Zp[[rl] is the ring o f  formal  power series with p-adic co- 
efficients. 
Proof  (see [8] for details). We have 
Zp[t, t -1 ]/(t  px -  l)=--Zp[r]/((r + 1) px -  1). 
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By induction we can show (r+ 1) pK- 1 e(p ,Q  K+I, where (p,./.)k+l is the K+ 1 
power of the ideal generated by p and r. We can show that lim Zp[r]/(p, r) x+ l = 
Zp[[r]] so we get a sequence: 
0- , l im(p,  r)X+ l/((r + 1) -  1)PK--,limZp[r]/((r +1) p'¢- 1)--, Zp[[r]]--,O. 
This sequence is short exact since all the objects are compact. 
Furthermore no element of the form pUt° has a preimage in the ideal (p, r) u+°+~ 
so the left hand limit is zero. This gives us the required isomorphism. 
Now let us return to the calculation. We wish to examine the map 
(V x - tV)" lim HK ~l im HK. From the theorem we have lim HK = (~)Zp[[r]]. Sup- 
pose ~=(vT-- tV)a=(VT-- ( r+ 1)V)a. Then, since V a'-  V is invertible in Z we 
have ( I - r (V  T -  V) -l V)a=(V T-  V)-I~. But the left hand matrix is invertible in 
the ring of 2g × 2g matrices with formal power series entries! Indeed, we have 
0~= [ i=0 ~ (T (vT - -V) - Iv ) i ]  (VT-  v)- l f l "  
This implies that the map V T -  tV is onto and hence ( l imHr)/(V T-  tV)=0. But 
since 0 is also onto we have lim(Hlc/(V T-  tV))=0. This proves: 
Theorem 5. lim H1 (XpK, Zp) = 0 Vp. 
From this we get an interesting corollary which strengthens a Betti number 
theorem of Gordon [7]. 
Corollary. Hl(XpX, Z) is a finite group without p-torsion. 
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